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**Act 1**

1. Long ago, humans and monsters lived together on Earth; but one day, the humans, fearing the monsters' magic, attacked. After a long battle, the humans were victorious, and sealed the monsters underground with a magic spell. In the present, a human child falls through the barrier into the Underground. (01 “Once Upon a Time”)

   [Scene change: N/A]

2. Flowey greets the human, and tricks/traps them. (02 “Your Best Friend”) Flowey attempts to kill the human but is interrupted by Toriel. (02A “Fallen Down” – brief motif) Toriel takes the human inside her home. (03 “Home”) The human stays the night.

   [Scene change: 03A “Home (Music Box)”]

3. Toriel explains the story of the fallen humans and tries to stop the human leaving. (04 “Heartache”) Flowey judges the human.

   [Scene change: 04A “Your Best Friend (Reprise)”]

4. Sans introduces himself. (05 “sans.”) Papyrus attempts to capture the human, but they wind up bonding over puzzles and cooking. (06 “Bonetrousle”)

   [Scene change: TBA]

5. Papyrus attempts (unsuccessfully) to protect the human from Undyne. Undyne and the human fight while Papyrus continually interrupts on the cell phone. (07 “Spear of Justice”) Undyne is gravely wounded.

**Act 2**

1. The human, Sans and Papyrus take Undyne back to her home. Undyne tells the human about Asgore’s plan. (08 “Bergentrückung”) Undyne gives the human a letter to take to Alphys.

   [Scene change: TBA]

2. Alphys has been watching the human; is awkward. Alphys believes the human wrote the note, and confesses her love for Undyne. The human and Alphys role play a date; Undyne arrives and she and Alphys express their feelings towards each other. (09 “Alphys”/“Spear of Justice (Reprise)”)

   [Scene change: N/A]

3. Alphys sings about Asriel, Chara and Alphys’s past experiments. (10 “Here We Are”/“Undertale”)

   [Scene change: 10A “Bergentrückung (Reprise)”]

4. The human and Asgore prepare to fight (11 “ASGORE”), but are interrupted by Toriel and the other monsters (11A “Fallen Down (Reprise)”). Flowey, revealing himself as Asriel Dreemur, captures the souls of the other monsters and fights the human (12 “Your Best Nightmare”/“SAVE the World”). The human saves everyone, and Asriel destroys the barrier (13 “His Theme”).

**Curtain call**

- Curtain call music: 14 “Bring It In, Guys!”/“Last Goodbye”
- Post-curtain call: 15 “Once Upon a Time (Reprise)”